Marfan syndrome associated aortic disease in neonates and children: a clinical-morphologic review.
Marfan syndrome (MFS) is a multisystem connective tissue disorder that can lead to aortic dilation requiring aortic root replacement. Neonatal MFS (nMFS) is a rare and severe form of MFS compared to classic MFS (cMFS). Aortic root histology in MFS is thought to demonstrate predominantly medial degeneration (MD) of a translamellar mucoid extracellular matrix accumulation (MEMA-T) vs. the intralamellar mucoid extracellular matrix accumulation (MEMA-I) seen in other aortopathies. The objective of this study was to describe the clinical and histopathologic features of nMFS and cMFS patients undergoing aortic root replacement. Children with MFS who underwent aortic root replacement between 2000 and 2012 at a single institution were included. Medical records including clinical details, aortic dimensions (Z scores), and histology including MD type were obtained. Statistics were descriptive with univariate analysis of age at surgery and type of MD. Eleven patients, 3 (27%) with nMFS, were included. Root dilation at time of surgery was greater in nMFS compared to cMFS (Z=12.8 vs. 7.6, P=.005), and nMFS patients were younger at time of surgery (7.3 vs. 18.8 years, P=.002). Histology in the nMFS group demonstrated MEMA-I in one and no MD in two. In the cMFS group, there were three with MEMA-T, four with MEMA-I, and one with both types. In summary, nMFS has earlier root dilation often in the absence of MD. Both forms of MD were present in our cohort, and there was no correlation between age at surgery and type of MD.